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Singing Your Part Smart 
 
 
Hierarchy of Sound 
  
 Proper posture 
 Breathing – support and management 
 Phonation – vocal fold movement for speaking and singing 
 Resonation – amplification of sound in resonating chambers 
 Articulation – using the lips, tongue and teeth 
 
Singing Skills 
 
 Good sense of pitch 
 Resonance  
 American English vowel sounds 
 Ring and roundness; brightness and depth; focus and space 
 Controlled vibrato – one that is regular – not too slow, not trill-like 
 Open-throated sound  
 Full, quiet  
 
Barbershop Style Characteristics 
 
 Cone-shaped balance 
 Director shapes vocal line 
 Vowel to vowel singing – vowel tunnel 
 Rubato style delivery in ballads 
 Pythagorean tuning  
 Unity of sound  
 Performance-based art form 
 
Sing Your Part Smart –  lead, bass, bari, tenor handouts 
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Sing Your Part Smart! 
 
Leads 
1. Personality – this is not just a part but an attitude 
2. Words they sing speak to the listener –need vocal flexibility, appropriate use of color,  

constant vocal energy, full range of barbershop embellishments -- finesse to power 
3. Should translate different feelings in communications with the audience 
4. Leads do not bend notes – must maintain tonal center 
5. Knows a “high” sound is always a “wide” sound 
6.. Keeps sound three dimensional at all times … 
  Moving through the break(s), ascending and descending 
  Moving through dynamic changes, especially decrescendo 
  Moving through difficult intervals, ascending and descending 
  At any tempo, using any rhythm 
7. Knows importance of equally strong head tone and chest tone and a consistent mix  

between those registers.  Adds width and strength to sound as approaches and  
descends below middle C 

8. Doesn’t need to sing loud to sing with energy 
 
Skills:  
1. develop a seamless voice; invisible breaks or interruptions 
2. develop ALL of the range; develop a strong mixed voice 
3. maintain an open throat while keeping the entire vocal instrument free and relaxed. 
  Soft palate is activated 
4. find the “hum” spot using an inner smile; keep an open throat 
5. use all resonators while keeping voice similar throughout range; find correct balance  

between resonators 
6. develop pure, open vowels for the other three parts to match 
7. consistency in vocal delivery – dynamic plan, interpretive plan, vocal texture and color 
8. develop breath control and management, control vibrato; “spend” air, avoid conserving it 
9. develop stamina by consistent, regular practice 
10. tune to the tonal center at all times by listening carefully and singing to the key center 
 
Techniques: 
1. sing with energy, vitality and authority 
2. vocalize higher and lower than songs demand for a flexible tone 
3. keep the melody consistent and in the fore front 
4. stop listening and start feeling.  Sing what you mean and mean what you sing 
5. be aware of Pythagorean tuning and us it 
6. sing a wall of sound, connecting each word while keeping the lyrics understandable – 
  Sing vowel to vowel, use pure vowels with clear diphthongs and consonants 
7. work on being as vocally consistent as possible to create a feeling of solidity 
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Sing Your Part Smart! 
 
Basses 
1. Substance – a bass line must be rich in overtones while part is sung with melodic  
  authority (actually she thinks her part IS the melody) 
2. Barbershop engine – but knows that powerful bass is a combination of energy (at all 

volume  levels), resonance and the ability to produce overtones 
3. Sings intervals smooth as glass, no bumps … 
  Sings weightless descending intervals 
  Maintains flexibility and artistry in lower third of range by maintaining a gentle 

lift of soft palate 
4. Keeps sound three dimensional at all times … 
  Moving through the break(s), ascending and descending 
  Moving through dynamic changes, especially decrescendo 
  Moving through difficult intervals, ascending and descending 
  At any tempo, using any rhythm 
5. Is skilled at the full range of barbershop embellishments … from finesse to power 
6. Loves her head tone, because strength in and skillful use of this part of voice greatly  

enhances ability to produce overtones 
7. Foundation of sound, “sets the table”, usually 1 dynamic level louder since base of cone 
 
Skills: 
1. sing with champion posture 
2. develop ALL of the range 
3. learn to sing as high as possible 
4. add space and support to higher tones, less on lower 
5. keep chin level with floor – don’t reach up or down! 
6. develop good breath control – management and support; “spend” air, avoid conserving it 
7. learn to relax bottom of range, allow tones to come and focus them behind the teeth 
 
Techniques: 
1. sing with strength and create a firm foundation with consistency 
2. drive the temp on uptunes 
3. match everything the lead does and add energy 
4. don’t jar the line when jumping (up or down) 
5. the bass becomes a “pseudo-lead” when the lead is not moving/singing 
6. give up the muscle – keep the tone energized, resonant and present (not tight, heavy) 
7. be aware of Pythagorean tuning and use it 
8. use breath to create full sound – work on management and support 
9. sing with the same emotion as the lead 
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Sing Your Part Smart! 
 
Baris  
1. Dignity –chameleon harmony part of barbershop that sings equally solid and complete  

vocal lines as the lead, while losing “losing” herself in the sound of the lead (also thinks 
her part IS the melody) 

2. Mercedes of barbershop 
3. Sings with melodic confidence, knowing lead line almost as well as her own enabling her to  

anticipate the relationship to the lead in the cone 
4. Cannot ring chords without them 
5. Keeps sound three dimensional at all times … 
  Moving through the break(s), ascending and descending 
  Moving through dynamic changes, especially decrescendo 
  Moving through difficult intervals, ascending and descending 
  At any tempo, using any rhythm  
6. Uses her register break to good advantage, positioning her vocal line and color to  fill  

between lead/tenor (lighter) or lead/bass (fuller) with the appropriate sound 
7. Helps to tune chords and bends notes using weight 
8. Must provide resonance support to basses to build strong foundation 
 
Skills: 
1. learn to sing using a mixed voice 
2. keep resonators open and flexible 
3. use inside smile and “hum spot” to be able to focus sound off the hard palate 
4. use championship posture 
5. keep jaw, tongue and lips free from tension 
6. breath management and support:  “spend” air, avoid conserving it 
7. develop ALL of the range 
8. build vocal stamina through regular, consistent practice 
9. tune to the tonal center while listening to the other parts, adjusting accordingly. 
10. listen, listen, listen (but don’t be late!) 
 
Techniques: 
1. know when/how to alter sound to fill cone; sing to space needing filling, with desired timbre 
2. use energy, focus, lower mix when below or close to lead part, lighter production when above 
3. be aware of Pythagorean tuning and use it 
4. tune up octaves 
5. be aware of altered notes and how they’re tuned 
6. keep sound in most resonant place 
7. always sing into the wall of sound 
8. use vocal energy without muscling the sound 
9. sing with the same emotion as the lead 
10. be prepared to not sound pretty to your own ears! 
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Sing Your Part Smart! 
Tenors 
1. Brilliance – like the basses, helps to form the “frame” around lead and bari, weaving  
  Between them (and she too thinks her part IS the melody) 
2. Brings presence to the sound and sings her part with melodic confidence, knowing lead line  

almost as well as her own, anticipating relationship to the lead within the cone 
3. Keeps sound in the upper dome – recognizing she must sing “down into” the sound  below  

her while maintaining her lift and ring.  Knows a “high” sound is always a “wide” sound 
4. Is aware of responsibility within the overtone series to create a sound conducive to 

Perpetuating and enhancing the overtone “stack” 
5. is aware of location of octaves (and which part is on other end of that octave) in every song 
6. Realizes importance of equally strong head tone and chest tone, being able to mix registers  

to provide vocal strength necessary to balance the chord when she is below the lead 
7. Keeps sound three dimensional at all times … 
  Moving through the break(s), ascending and descending 
  Moving through dynamic changes, especially decrescendo 
  Moving through difficult intervals, ascending and descending 
  At any tempo, using any rhythm  
8. Helps to tune chords 
 
Skills: 
1. develop good, free, upper range – at the same time, develop ALL of the range 
2. ability to keep soft palate active on all sounds 
3. relaxed throat, jaw and tongue – all free from tension 
4. keep championship posture at all times 
5. good body tone in the abdominal muscles used for supported sound 
6. use of “inside smile” 
7. develop breath management and support.  “Spend” air, avoid conserving it 
8. tenors “hang out” often on tags! 
9. singe from vowel to vowel, without mushing, to contribute to the constant wall  of sound 
10. develop a sense of the leads vocal delivery 
 
Techniques: 
1. be aware of Pythagorean tuning and use it 
2. tune up any octaves sung with another part; keep light or ½ volume of bottom of octave 
3. let vowels migrate towards a more open, neutral one as tones go higher 
4. use a light, clear and focused production but develop and use a strong mixed voice when  

singing under or close to the lead 
5. find the feeling of singing in bridge of nose and use plenty of air to keep tone spinning 
6. be aware of altered notes and how to tune them 
7. keep high notes open and free; use support system to avoid pinching/squeezing 
8. listen for and sing into the produced overtones 
9. sing with the same emotion as the lead 


